We examine the implementation of an arbitrary U(4) gate consisting of CNOT gates and single qubit unitary gates for the Hilbert space of photon spin polarization and two states of photon orbital angular momentum. Our scheme improves over a recently proposed one that uses q-plates because the fidelity is limited only by losses thus in principle it could be used to achieve a perfect transformation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Photons may have a part to play in quantum information processing (QIP), with polarization having been used so far in various experiments of QIP and quantum cryptography.
The downside to photonic qubits is that photon-photon interactions remain a problem as an intermediate medium is required, which generally has very low coupling strengths. A way to circumvent this would be to use more internal states of the photon to carry information, namely the orbital angular momentum states (OAM) [1] .
Photons carry two types of angular momentum. The first is the well known spin angular momentum, which is the photon's polarization. The second is the OAM of the photons wavefront [1] . The transverse-spatial profile of the wavefront can be decomposed into either Hermite-Gaussian (HG) or Laguerre-Gaussian (LG) polynomials. Both sets of polynomials are characterised by two indices, m, n for HG modes and l, p for LG and the order of the mode is given by N = m + n = |l| + 2p. The LG set of states have an azimuthal phase dependence of e ilφ with an orbital angular momentum per photon of l . Recently the OAM states of the photon have began to be manipulated for QIP tasks.
In a recent paper [2] a device called a 'q-box' was constructed and functions as a controlled-U gate in U(4). It uses the Hilbert space of photon polarization and two states of the photons OAM. The latter two states are the Laguerre-Gaussian modes with l = ±2.
Although the q-box also uses the states with l = 0, ±4 as intermediate steps it finally returns to the l = ±2 space. Up to four of these q-boxes are needed in series to form a general U (4) gate, with wave-plates in-between each q-box.
However, due to the intrinsic operation of this device, as opposed to losses that could be overcome, it cannot achieve a perfect fidelity. The device operates on the premise that the transverse spatial modes l = 0 and l = ±4 are separated radially and the wave plates are sized such that they only operate on the l = 0 mode. However, this mode is not spatially localized within the wave-plate radius (as it would need to be for perfect operation) and thus the device has a reduction in fidelity, as noted in [2] .
In this paper we describe a method for constructing a general two qubit gate where the qubits are the photon's polarization (H,V) and two states of the photon's OAM. In this scheme we use the OAM states l = ±1, p = 0 (which we label as ±) as our qubit, because these states are a two-dimensional system and as such can be represented on a Poincaré sphere [3] . The various single qubit rotations in this OAM Hilbert space can be realised by mode converters [4] and Dove prisms. The fidelity here is only limited by photon loss and not by any intrinsic limitations. In section II we describe the physical implementation of the single qubit gates and the CNOT gate. In section III we describe from previous literature how to construct a U(4) gate from a series of single qubit gates and CNOTs. Finally we give our conclusions in section IV.
II. PHYSICAL IMPLEMENTATION OF QUBIT GATES
In this section we describe the actual physical implementation of the gates we use in our realisation of the two qubit gate, which will consist of single qubit gates and a CNOT gate.
The spin polarization qubit can be manipulated by half and quarter wave-plates and any single qubit gate, up to an overall phase, can be realised by up to three wave-plates rotated by certain angles about the axis of propagation [5] .
The OAM qubit can be analogously manipulated by π and π/2 mode converters. A π (π/2) mode converter is a pair of cylindrical lenses separated by a distance of
where f is the focal length of the lenses, and it performs the same transformation as a half-(quarter-) wave-plate does on photon polarization, as can be seen from the associated Jones matrices [6] . Again any single qubit gate can be realised by three mode converters up to an overall phase. The phases we are 'ignoring' here can be commuted through a quantum circuit and combined at the end into a single phase shift on the polarization qubit.
The two qubit CNOT gate can be realised in two different ways. The first way, with the polarization as the control qubit and OAM as the target qubit, is simply a Mach-Zehnder interferometer with a Dove prism in one arm [7] . As this requires an interferometer it will be susceptible to phase noise from different path lengths in each arm. 
This gate is shown in figure 1 , with the dashed box highlighting the Sagnac interferometer.
This setup will be more robust to phase noise than the previous implementation of the CNOT gate as there is only one path that each polarization traverses, thus they acquire the same phase.
The main source of error in all these gates will be loss from photon reflection at each surface. Components can be made to a high specification to combat this, typically reflections of order 1% per surface. Our scheme may require many wave-plates/mode converters and thus may have many surfaces contributing, increasing the overall error. For example, the Mach-Zehnder CNOT gate only has a few surfaces and we can therefore expect a fidelity of > 95%, although one polarization will experience more loss than the other, due to the Dove prism being in one arm. The other source of errors in this scheme will be phase differences but this can be overcome with careful implementation.
The gate examined in [2] was the swap gate and they quoted a fidelity of 83%, without including errors from photon loss in the components. In our scheme the swap gate would consist of three CNOT gates and four Hadamard gates giving the total number of surfaces to be around 20, which yields an overall loss at 81% at reflections of 1%. Better components with reflections of 0.5% give an overall error of 90%. Of course the previous scheme also has to include the figure for reflection loss, making their quoted fidelity lower.
With the availability of these gates we can implement any U(4) gate with a maximum of three CNOT gates and 12 single qubit unitary gates. In the next section we describe from previous literature how to construct U(4) gate from these elements. Note that depending upon which physical implementation of the CNOT gate we use switches the physical qubits in the quantum circuit diagram and thus the single qubit gate components used. Also it may be advantageous to use both versions of the CNOT gate as it may reduce the number of single qubit gates needed.
III. RECIPE FOR CONSTRUCTING CIRCUIT
The recipe for constructing the U(4) gate relies on the Cartan decomposition of the SU (4) gate into the form [9] [10] [11] ,
Circuit 1: Cartan decompostion of SU (4) whereĤ = k xσxx + k yσyy + k zσzz andσ jj =σ j ⊗σ j . Any U(4) gate can be decomposed by adding the appropriate phase e iθ to make U(4)→ SU(4) and then compensating for this phase at the end of the circuit. It is then possible to putĤ into the form, which will be used in the next paragraph,
using only single qubit gates [11, 12] i.e. there are classes of U(4) gates which are locally equivalent (different only by single qubit gates).
The operator e −iĤ can be decomposed into, at most, three CNOT gates, with single qubit unitary gates in-between them [13, 14] ,
Circuit 2: Decomposition of e
−iĤ
EachĤ can be considered as being in one of four classes, each class representing a necessary number of CNOT gates (0 -3) to perform the gate e −iĤ . Using the ordering of the k parameters above, Vidal and Dawson produced a table for the number of CNOTs needed depending upon the form ofĤ (Table I in [13] ). The exact six gates needed are given in [14] . By combining the two circuit diagrams we can construct a U(4) from a maximum of 3
CNOT gates and 8 single qubit gates.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have identified an implementation of a general two-qubit gate, where the qubits are photon polarization and the Laguerre-Gaussian modes of OAM with l = ±1. We used the fact that any U(4) gate can be decomposed into CNOT gates and single qubit unitary gates.
Our physical implementation of the gates can, in principle, be error-free and thus a perfect fidelity could be achieved. The main errors in our scheme will be photon reflections at every component surface and its reliance on interferometery, which may pose certain experimental challenges. In the ideal case we can have a perfect fidelity compared to 80% fidelity of the scheme of [2] . One of the interesting applications of our setup is a higher dimensional quantum walk implementation as discussed in [15] . However implementations of other QIP schemes can be envisaged. 
